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Graziano Krätli and Ghislaine Lydon, ed., The Trans-Saharan Book Trade: Manuscript 
Culture, Arabic Literacy and Intellectual History in Muslim Africa (Leiden: Brill, 2011). 
 
This edited volume consists of a forward (by Houari Touati, Director of Studies at 
the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales), ten chapters written by well-known 
scholars in the field of Islam in Africa, a glossary, a list of African toponyms mentioned 
in the volume, notes on contributors, and an index. It examines the circulation of paper 
and books between North and sub-Saharan Africa, challenges the “peripheral status” of 
West Africa in the dominant Orientalist discourse on the Islamic world, and firmly 
establishes the rich intellectual history of Islamic Africa using uncovered local Arabic 
sources. 
In chapter 1, Eric Ross challenges the misconception that the Sahara desert 
represented a physical barrier and a cultural divide between white North Africa, which 
was often construed as part of the Middle East and Mediterranean historical domain, in 
contrast to black sub-Saharan Africa. This dichotomy recalls of the separation between 
l’islam noir (black Islam) and l’islam maure (moor/white Islam) that the French colonial 
specialist of Islam in Africa, Paul Marty, popularized. Ross demonstrates that the Sahara 
served as a nexus rather than a barrier between sub-Saharan Africa and the Arab world 
(North Africa and the Middle East). He covers a long historical period and a large 
quantity of materials on Saharan communities. He discusses the Green Neolithic period 
when the Sahara was not a desert, its climatic and demographic conditions, its 
agricultural products, its fauna and flora, the groups and the endogamous castes and 
matrilineal societies that existed, and their migrations and civilizations. Ross traces the 
present-day caste and matrilineal systems of West African societies to the Saharan 
communities of the Green Neolithic era.  Ross also discusses the era of the Garamantes 
(who were the ancestors of the Berber people), the antiquity, the trans-Saharan trade prior 
and during the Almoravid era, the eras of the Malian and Songhay empires, the early 
modern period, the Sufi networks that developed on the two sides of the Sahara, and the 
era of colonization and decolonization.  
In his discussion of era of the Garamantes, Ross notes that this Berber group 
developed the first form of writing in the Sahara, which is believed to be derived from the 
Punic (Phoenician) alphabet. Their writing system is regarded as the ancestor of the 
contemporary Berber Tifinagh alphabet. Ross also examines the movements across the 
Sahara desert, including the two major routes initially traveled by horse: the central axis 
through modern Libya-Niger, and the western axis through modern Mauritania. He 
highlights some social realities of Saharan societies of that time, including the practice of 
slavery in the Garamantes oases, the domestication of the camel which revolutionized the 
Saharan economy, and showed how by the end of antiquity and prior to the expansion of 
Islam in the seventh century C.E. all the elements central to the Saharan trade were in 
place. Ross also shows how the Arab-Islamic conquest of Egypt and North Africa in the 
8th century C.E. provided the basis for a new cultural, social, and political ordering of the 
Saharan space that advanced the trans-Saharan trade.  
He reviewed, among other things, the initial studies in Arabic of the trans-Saharan 
trade, the form of Islam practiced by Saharan communities at the time of Khārijī 
movement (a political equalitarian and puritanical form of Islam that emerged in the late 
7th century), the Jewish Berber traders who were active in the Sahara, the lucrative trade 
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that linked Khārijī city-state of Sijilmāsa in Morroco’s Tafilalt oases to the Soninke 
Empire of Ghana and others between the 8th and 10th century.  
He shows how Islam spread in sub-Saharan Africa (especially West Africa) 
primarily through long-distance trade (and not through military campaigns as had been 
the case in the northern part of the Sahara desert), and how Sunnī Islam became dominant 
in the region due to the Almoravid rule. He describes the role Saharan and sub-Saharan 
pilgrims to Mecca played in the trans-Saharan trade, the expansion of Muslim 
communities, and the need for books in West Africa. He brings interesting new insights 
in our understanding of the expansion of the Almoravid movement in the mid-11th 
century. He makes two important points: (1) the Islamization of Ghana and Takrūr 
preceded the expansion of the Almoravid movement, and (2) the movement did not create 
the trans-Saharan gold trade, but only extended its sovereignty over pre-existing 
commercial routes. He shows that the establishment of proper Sunnī-Mālikī practice was 
the primary motivation of the Almoravid movement and that the movement was 
responsible for the current hegemony of the Mālikī jurisprudence throughout the 
Maghrib, the Sahara, and West Africa.  
He provides a good review of the Islamic literature produced by scholars of the 
Sahara and insights on the trans-Saharan trade of books, salt, indigo, dates, copper, alum, 
hides, amazonite, garnet, agate, and chalcedony that were exported to various places 
across the desert. He shows that the political and commercial dominance of the 
Almoravid, which waned in the mid-12th century, did not prevent the trans-Saharan trade 
to continue as it depended on old and long established group structures. He also notes that 
the trade routes were relatively secured despite the upheavals of the era.  
Ross shows that the greatest turmoil that affected the Sahara was its progressive 
Arabization due to the advance of groups of Arabian origin: The Banī Hilāl, Banī 
Sulaym, and Banī Macqil. These groups first settled in Upper Egypt before moving 
westward across Northern Sahara taking control of the best pasture lands from Berber 
pastoralists as they progressed. Ross notes that their negative impacts and the 
devastations they engendered are reported in Ibn Khaldūn’s Muqaddima. Ross shows that 
by the end of the 15th century these Arab groups had brought to the area crossed by the 
westernmost routes—Tafilalt, Darca, the Mauritanian Adrar—under their control. He 
argues that the Berber Ṣinhāla and Zanāta groups became assimilated into the new power 
structures that the Arab groups created, which laid the foundation of the modern-day 
Hassani culture of Mauritania.  In contrast to the Western part, Ross notes that the central 
Sahara was spared the Arab invasion and remained under the control of Berber groups.  
He also discusses the growth of Hausa commercial networks in the 16th century in 
the southern part of the Sahara (especially in Kano and Katsina in Northern Nigeria), and 
showed how under the Ottoman control of the northern part of the Sahara goods from 
Kano were traded in Cairo along the usual Sudanic commodities such as ivory, gold, and 
ostrich feathers. Drawing on the works of Ibn Battuta and Leo Africanus, among others, 
Ross examines the trades in Mali, the pilgrimages of West African monarchs to Mecca, 
including that of the son of Sunjata, Emperor Mansa Wali (the first to perform pilgrimage 
to Mecca sometime in the 1260s), followed by Mansa Sakura’s pilgrimage at the end of 
the 13th century, and the popularized pilgrimage of Mansa Kankan Musa in 1324 who 
enjoyed high-level relations with the Mamluk court in Cairo where he and his court 
generously spent gold into the currency market. Ross shows that, if Western Sudan was 
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the land of Gold at that time, it was also the land of Islamic scholarship as scholars from 
North Africa and Arabia were invited to settle and teach in Mali. And they came with 
their books. Emperors also ordered books. Pilgrims brought other books back. West 
African students were also sent to places like Fez, Morocco and Cairo, Egypt to study. 
This led to the development of important learning centers in the region, including in the 
city of Wadān, Mauritania, which was a major trading city in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
The neighboring city of Shinqīṭ (or Chengetti in French) also thrived. Ross also notes that 
the trade of books between Morocco and the Songhay Empire (and Timbuktu in 
particular) was significant. He reveals that the copying of books in Saharan cities offset 
the need for expensive book imports and fueled the need for imported paper (mostly 
Italian paper). He shows how the trade in the Sahara changed as the result of the oceanic 
trade controlled by European powers, primarily Portugal (which initiated the commerce), 
Spain, the Netherlands and France beginning in the 15th century. The European 
mercantilist companies of these nations tried to control the trades over specific seas and 
coasts through a network of overseas companies. Ross shows how eventually, the 
maritime commercial system short-circuited the older trans-Saharan caravan system.  
Ross discusses the Moroccan conquest of Timbuktu and its implications. He notes 
how the Moroccan Sultan al-Mansūr (reigned 1578-1603) conquered the Songhay Empire 
apparently to take control of the dwindling gold trade when he was unable to dislodge the 
Portuguese from its Atlantic ports. Al-Mansūr exiled Timbuktu’s intellectuals, including 
the celebrated Ahmad Bābā (1556-1627), to Marrakech. This was a major watershed 
moment in the history of the region. After the era of gold trade, slavery dominated the 
trans-Saharan trade in the 17th and 18th centuries, in contrast to the previous era when 
slaves were one of many commodities in the trans-Saharan trade. Ross provides an 
insightful discussion on the development and expansion of slavery in Mauritania and 
Morocco and their use in agricultural projects and the Moroccan army (modeled on the 
Ottoman Janissary model). Today, the legacy of these slaves is reflected in sub-Saharan 
cultic and musical practices of Moroccan Sufi groups like the Gnāwa, the Aïssāwa and 
the Hamadsha. 
Ross examines the development of Sufi networks and their role in the trans-
Saharan relations in the 18th century by the time of the European colonial conquests. He 
shows how Sufi orders were a flexible means of assuring long-distance links. They 
disseminated religious education and promoted copying of manuscripts on paper 
imported from Europe. They collected texts and produced materials and prolific authors 
among the Qādiriyya, Tijāniyya, Sanūsiyya, and Shādhiliyya. Sufism expanded in the 
second half of the 19th century in Senegal, Guinea, and Nigeria in particular, which 
depended heavily on their Saharan counterparts for access to books from the Arab world. 
Ross rightly notes that the Sufi era was the last period of trans-Saharan trade, especially 
with regard to books, paper, binding, leather, and related materials.  
Ross finally discusses the colonization and decolonization eras and their 
influences on the trans-Saharan trade.  He highlights the role Sufi orders played in 
resisting European colonization as well as the efforts of some that facilitated 
colonization. Ross notes that one of the most important transformations brought about by 
colonization is the introduction of the modern territorial state. This is because until then 
political power across the Sahara had depended on local social structures. The colonial 
boundaries created were drawn in ways that cut across the “real” geography of grazing 
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patterns, ethno-linguistic affinities, Sufi networks, and local market areas. Since 
independence, which came in Saharan countries in the 1950s and 1960s, most Saharan 
countries have had poor relationships with their neighbors. Some borders have been 
closed as the result of the arbitrary territorial colonial boundaries. As a result, border 
crossing has become difficult and trade is now made mostly through maritime ports in 
Saharan countries, even in the case of landlocked states such as Niger and Chad.  
Besides discussing new security challenges resulting from arbitrary postcolonial 
borders, Ross reports that the new routes used by smugglers to transport contraband and 
migrants seeking entrance to Europe via North Africa might have reactivated the ancient 
trans-Saharan trade routes. This is both fascinating and reasonable. Ross also offers a 
sobering assessment of the current security situation in the Sahel today. He highlights 
how the Sahel area is now part of the US global War on Terrorism exemplified by the 
presence of USAAFRICOM in the region. These developments, he argues, augur ill for 
Saharan communities, a population long ignored by the world and now at the center of 
unwelcomed attention. Ross should be commended for his well-written and well-
researched chapter. 
In chapter 2, Ghislaine Lydon discusses, among other things, the schools, the 
impact of Arabic literacy in the Southern Sahara region, and provides a comprehensive 
overview of the paper trade in and out of Africa. She highlights the demand for writing 
paper, the manuscript culture, and exchanges that took place in the southern Sahara at 
large and West Africa in particular. The chapter includes useful insights on the 
flourishing of Arabic literacy, the legacies of the Almoravid movement, including the 
prevalent use of the Mālikī law in many parts of Islamic Africa and Spain. Besides 
providing a thorough examination of the development of literacy in Muslim societies of 
Southwestern Sahara (a region encompassing Mauritania, Northern Mali, and Northern 
Senegal), Lydon discusses the centuries-old significance of paper and its multifaceted 
implications in the region.  
In addition to an excellent description of the legacy of Umar Tall (including his 
legal opinions on how to wage jihād against misbehaving Muslims, taxation, and so on), 
she examines important bibliographiles such as the Tikna merchant named Ahmad 
Būlacraf.  She provides an excellent description of the wealth of Būlacaf’s materials. Her 
finding that Būlacraf adopted a policy that required the exclusive use of Arabic and 
Hassaniyya in his household is fascinating. It echoes the age-old ideology that 
depreciates the black population of sub-Saharan Africa and their languages and cultures, 
which continues to be prevalent across the Arab world (North Africa and Arabia). While 
the similar French colonial assimilationist ideology is subject to critical debates, this 
practice rooted in the Arabization ideology that promotes the racial and ethno-linguistic 
superiority of the Badān (White Moors/Arabs) remains largely unchallenged.   
Lydon also shows how Islamic legal sources provided a framework for 
commercial activities and how literacy at large (along with legal literacy) became pivotal 
in record-keeping and computational skills needed in commercial activities. She provides 
an excellent discussion on the education system, the pedagogies, the curricula, as well as 
the importance of numeracy in the Southern Sahara region (which is an important skill 
often overlooked in the literature on Islamic Africa). She also shows how the subject of 
education transcended language and religious domains. It included history and 
mathematics.  
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The chapter offers a useful and detailed exposition on writing paper, beginning 
from its invention in China, the spread of paper making technology to the Middle East 
and Andalusia, the commercialization of paper in Africa (which initially followed the 
trans-Saharan trade routes), to the involvement of European nations in the paper trade 
business during the colonial era. Other important insights in the chapter include the 
importance of Timbuktu as the earliest distribution center for writing paper in West 
Africa until the second half of the 19th century. The linguistic impact of the paper trade in 
West Africa today is reflected in local African languages, as the generic Wolof word for 
paper (kayit), which is derived from kāghid (Arabic: writing paper), demonstrates.  
Lydon highlights that the growth of the need for paper in the region was directly 
tied to the spread of Islam in Africa in the 19th century. She notes that Saharan scholars 
exchanged gum Arabic for imported European goods (including paper) and that they 
acquired precious writing paper, but produced ink and inkwells locally (including durable 
water proof inks of the finest quality). Ink production and the distribution of the 
technology in sub-Saharan African Muslim communities is an important and fascinating 
area that begs further inquiry. Lydon reports that the earliest West African [Arabic] 
manuscript dates from the 15th century while the earliest imported paper dates from the 
12th century.1  
Lydon’s chapter contains various other crucial insights. Her point that the refusal 
to return or even outright theft of a book manuscript were exempt from legal pursuit, 
retribution or reprimand highlights the pivotal importance of knowledge and literacy in 
southern Sahara. This is a perspective that rebukes two important myths: the holistic 
illiteracy of Africa and the continent’s supposed lack of a serious intellectual tradition. 
The chapter is equally well written and well sourced. It is a significant contribution to the 
literature on the trans-Sahara trade, the history of literacy, Islamic erudition, and the 
distribution of writing paper in West Africa. 
In chapter 3, Terence Walz examines the paper trade in Egypt and the Sudan, 
especially in the 18th and 19th centuries, and its re-export to other parts of sub-Saharan 
Africa. He highlights, among many things, how paper ranked only after cloth as the most 
important item among European exports to the Middle East and North Africa in the 18th 
century. He discusses how ancient Egyptians wrote on papyrus, and later on parchment 
from animal skins, and how they learned the techniques of papermaking from Arabs who 
learned it from Iranians, who learned it from the Chinese. He shows that Egyptians made 
paper of different quality, including small-sized paper used in communicating with 
pigeons in the 10th century. In the 15th century, Egyptians faced competition from 
European producers, especially Italians who marketed different sorts of cheaper paper.   
Walz showed that Italian paper dominated the Egyptian market in the 18th and 19th 
centuries compared to French, Belgian and British paper. In the 1880s, however, British 
paper increased in Egypt due to the British control of Egypt. He underscores that locally 
made paper never supplanted imported Italian paper, which continued to play a major 
role in Egypt’s re-export trade to other parts of Africa, including the Sudan. He reveals an 
important local effort to revitalize Egypt’s paper production during the rule of 
Muḥammad cAlī (1805-1848). cAlī tried to reduce the dependency on foreign export by 
establishing a paper factory, sending people to Europe to learn the papermaking 
technology, and initially ordering soldiers and later religious leaders to send their old 
clothing to the factory for rags. The factory produced paper for government purposes, 
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books, and trade needs in 1834. Egyptian paper was exported to India, parts of Arabia, 
North Africa, and even to Europe. Walz also examines how the book trade to sub-
Saharan Africa generally followed the trans-Saharan and pilgrimage routes.  
After discussing the paper production and trade in Egypt, he turns to the paper 
trade into Western Sudan (including in Kaduna in Northern Nigeria from the 17th to the 
20th century), where the need for paper emerged early due to the powerful sub-Saharan 
states and the spread of Islam, in contrast to Eastern Sudan. He explores the paper trade, 
the contexts of its usage, the geographical location of Egypt as a key point in the routes of 
sub-Saharan African pilgrims, the use of European paper in the recording of loans, 
purchase of goods (including slaves), and the modern use of paper in Western Sudan.  
Walz also examines the role of the Italian, French, Belgian, and English played in 
the paper trade in Egypt and how Egypt established trade links with some Muslim 
kingdoms in Western Sudan such as Bilād al-Takrūr, which was known to be Muslim in 
1635. He reveals that paper was among the goods temporarily stored with merchants in 
Cairo by some West African pilgrims while they journeyed to Arabia and back.  He notes 
how the trade routes between Western Sudan and the Mediterranean world changed in the 
17th century with the emergence of Tripoli, Libya as a market for exchanges between 
Europeans and Africans in which paper trade was central. By the 18th century, he notes 
that Venetian paper also dominated the market in Tripoli, Libya and much of it was re-
exported to sub-Saharan Africa, including to Borno in Northern Nigeria. One significant 
discovery that Walz uncovers is that paper was made specifically for the Nigerian market 
in the early 20th century as evidenced by the watermarks with the Hausa maxim “Hakuri 
Maganin Dunya” (patience is the way to cope with the world’s ill). 
Walz’s chapter is indeed a rich one. It includes excellent tables with useful 
insights, including paper merchant inventories, the types and quality of paper and reams, 
the prices per ream from 1636 to 1650, Egyptian paper imports in the 18th century, the 
different places of origin of the paper traded, paper exports into Western Sudan, Egyptian 
paper imports in the 19th century, and the Tripoli paper market and imports into sub-
Saharan Africa in the 18th and 19th centuries. Walz deserves to be commended for his 
critical use of European travel accounts, his superb contextualization of the materials, and 
his detailed and informative footnotes.  
In chapter 4, Hall and Stewart examine the Islamic scholarship, curricula, and 
book market in West Africa. Their chapter is grounded on the assumption that copies 
discovered in the largest numbers of libraries from the Atlantic to Northern Nigeria offer 
good indications of the most widely studied subjects and texts across the Sahel. The 
materials constitute what they call the “core curriculum.” They suggest that these 
materials were likely the center of any regional book market. The chapter is based on the 
content of over eighty private manuscript libraries that have been entered into the Arabic 
Manuscript Management System (AMMS). AMMS is a bilingual (Arabic/English) 
bibliographic digital repository, which hosts over 23,000 West African Arabic manuscript 
citations drawn from eighty major Sahelian collections. Hall and Stewart surveyed about 
21,000 manuscript records and compare multiple copies of the works, which they regard 
as reflecting West African scholars’ Islamic scholarship and intellectual history.  
The chapter includes good descriptions of sources widely distributed in West 
Africa, including materials of Umar Tall (d. 1864) whose library is regarded as one of the 
most comprehensive in West Africa. The authors analyze six clusters of the Islamic 
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sciences that are frequently studied in the Sahel and over hundreds of years: (1) Quranic 
studies (recitation, abrogation, exegesis), (2) Arabic language (lexicon, lexicology, 
morphology, syntax, rhetoric and prosody), (3) the Prophet Muḥammad (biography, 
devotional poetry, ḥadīth and history), (4) theology (tawḥīd), (5) mysticism (taṣawwuf) 
and (6) law (sources, schools, didactic texts, legal precepts and legal cases/opinions). 
In the section dealing with history, the authors argue that the study of “history” as 
we know it today was a secondary interest among West African Muslims. They tie this 
view to Murray Last’s suggestion that the absence of “secular writing” in the works of 
West African scholars might be linked to the high cost of paper (p. 129). However, these 
interpretations are debatable. The argument that African Muslim scholars were less 
interested in “secular or historical writing” might hide deeper epistemological topoi, 
which are not necessarily ascribable to the high cost of paper. In general, while the 
demarcation line between “secular and historical writing” as known today in academia 
and “religious and hagiographical writing” are clear in the Western tradition, the line is 
blurry in African epistemologies. The understandings of what is “secular and historical” 
in many African cultures is different from the dominant Western tradition of 
contemporary historians. As Schaffer notes in his study of a Mandinka Ajami text from 
Pakao in southern Senegal, the line between “history and hagiography” is narrow in these 
West African cultures.2 And this is not the result of a neglect of “history” or “the high 
cost of paper,” but fundamental features of a different epistemological orientation in 
which the secular/the religious, history/hagiography, the visible/invisible, and 
orality/literacy are not neatly separated or mutually exclusive, but deeply interlaced and 
complementary, as Moussa Ka’s popular Wolof Ajami masterpieces illustrate.3  
The authors offer a good discussion of the sources of jurisprudence used in West 
Africa. They note, among others, that the most widespread commentary in the database is 
Qurrat al-cayni. They also report Mohamed El Mokhtar Ould Bah’s claim that “West 
African scholars produced little original work in the sources of jurisprudence.” They 
indicate that jurisprudence is a sub-discipline of secondary importance in the West 
African legal field and point out the direct influence of Moroccan legal training on West 
African legal curriculum, and a less significant secondary influence from Egypt. With 
respect to didactic texts, they uncover that the al-Akhḍārī’s (d. 1585) textbook on ritual 
duties and cAbd al-Bārī al-Rifācī al-cAshmāwī’s al-Muqaddima are commonly studied 
sources in West Africa. On Tawḥīd (belief), they note that Caqīdat ahl al-tawḥīd, al-
sughra of the Fulani scholar al-Sanūsi (d. 1486) is widely used in West Africa. They also 
note that work of Sufism is limited in West African libraries.  
One can take issue with the argument that West African scholars produced little 
original work in jurisprudence and that their works of Sufism are limited in light of the 
funds of Ajami materials that have been produced by West African scholars for centuries. 
Since West African Ajami materials are not included in the AMMS corpus of materials, 
the chapter does not represent the entire intellectual production of West African Muslim 
communities. To be clear, AMMS represents only the Islamic literature written in Arabic, 
which is the focus of the chapter. Thus, the chapter does not do justice to the gamut of 
African Islamic materials written in Ajami scripts.  
The authors should be commended for uncovering numerous useful insights and 
for covering a wide a range of scholarly materials hitherto unknown or neglected. Some 
of their findings, based upon the number of manuscripts in core curriculum they 
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examined, led them to raise the question whether there was a book trade in a real sense in 
southern Sahara and West Africa. Their findings also suggest that there may have been a 
modest book market, which supported advanced studies in Islamic sciences. The chapter 
contains numerous useful insights that cannot be covered in this review as well as very 
informative appendices with tables and an extensive list of sources referred to in the 
chapter. 
In chapter 5, Murray Last focuses on the scarcity of books in Northern Nigeria 
from 1457 to 2007, a phenomenon he calls “book-famine,” modeled on the work of 
Michael Crowder. He argues that the underlying conditions of the “book-famine” have 
not changed and that the scarcity of books has gotten worse since independence based on 
his assessment of public institutions, including universities and public bookstores.  He 
also examines the pattern the counter knowledge (which competes with Islamic 
radicalism) that emerged in the context of the scarcity of books in Nigeria (p.207). The 
insights uncovered in the chapter include the tendency among scholars in Northern 
Nigeria “to go deep” rather than “go wide” in books.  He notes that one could argue that 
“deep learning” is superior to a superficial knowledge of broad range of subjects. This is 
an important point, which is consistent with the practices in many West African 
traditions.  
Last also investigated the causes of the “book-famine” in Northern Nigeria. He 
explored whether the phenomenon was due to the distance between Northern Nigeria and 
Cairo, Egypt or Fez, Morocco where books originated, or the failure of the book trade to 
meet the local demand, or the fact that Muslim rulers were so rarely interested in book-
based knowledge that they failed to build libraries, or whether reputations of an 
enlightened Sufi was worth more than bookishness. He found that “actual knowledge” 
was believed to be elsewhere, not in books available from bookshops or even libraries. 
These insights are consistent with the patterns in the region. Criticism of speculative 
Islamic book-based knowledge and the celebration of applied and embodied knowledge 
(through demonstration of exemplary ethical and spiritual conduct) have been central to 
many West African Sufi traditions, as Ware (2014) demonstrates in his seminal book. 
Ware demonstrates eloquently in his book that ethical and moral training designed to 
produce people who embody the ethical and moral virtues of Islam (i.e. people who 
become “Walking Qurans”) has been a central focus of West African Islamic education 
for centuries.4  
Besides describing the travel routes and pilgrims who brought books to Northern 
Nigeria and the linkages between Northern Nigeria and North Africa and the 
Mediterranean, Last discusses books as material objects. He shows how West Africa is a 
manuscript culture and not a print culture. He reveals that one alternative to the 
importation of books was copying imported books or composition of books by local 
scholars. He also offers an enlightening discussion on the local production of ink and 
pens, and on the works of local scholars and the tradition of copying the Quran before 
graduating, a common practice in West African Muslim communities. Other insights he 
reveals include the fact that in the 19th century Borno, Northern Nigeria exported fine 
copies of the Quran to North Africa; students went there to learn calligraphy and to study 
the Quran as they still do; and paper was not locally produced there. Italian paper 
marketed by North African merchants was primarily used there, which corroborates the 
insights in chapters 1 and 3 discussed above.  
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He also shows that the books that were easily replaceable could be sold but that 
real familiar treasures were rarely handed over. He also notes that some works had 
Fulfulde Ajami in the margins and that books borrowed tended to be kept clean without 
notes. Copyists were paid less than proofreaders and paper was never thrown away for 
fear that the sacred name of God would be on the scrap of paper, which could trigger 
riots. These patterns are commonly attested in contemporary West African Muslim 
communities. Last also uncovers other equally important insights, including the fact that 
Usman Dan Fodiyo kept a copy of everything he wrote and the scarcity of books which 
led to memorization of books as an alternative to collecting books and the emergence of 
scholars with remarkable memorization capabilities. He offers an enlightening discussion 
on the advantages and disadvantages of the tradition of book memorization, the use of 
poetry to ease memorization, including in Ajami (p. 204).   
Other fascinating insights in the chapter range from discussions on the absence of 
educational aids to learn classical Arabic and the lack of dictionaries from Arabic into 
local languages and vice-versa in Northern Nigeria, the different types of scholars 
(including bookmen whose teaching could lead to radicalism), the introduction of 
Western education (Boko) in Nigerian schools, the local responses to British colonization, 
to the external Wahhābī influence. Another element I find interesting is Last’s finding 
that copies of the Quran in Wahhābī controlled Mecca in 1814 were usually full of 
mistakes (p.198). Besides the illuminating insights, the quality of the chapter is further 
enhanced by an excellent appendix that highlights the significance of chronograms 
(Ramzī system) and numerology in the works of local scholars. The use of chronograms 
is pervasive in West African Muslim communities. Though the use of chronograms in 
African Islamic manuscripts (especially Ajami materials) remains understudied, it holds a 
significant potential for scholars (especially historians) interested in dates of events and 
local perspectives not often captured in colonial archives.  
In chapter 6, Stephan Reichmuth examines the literary culture and Arabic 
manuscripts in the 19th century Ilorin, Nigeria. He examines the historical role of Islamic 
learning, the pedagogical practices, the literary culture, and the Arabic manuscripts there. 
He highlights the role of the ethnically diverse group of scholars and teachers in the 
development of Islamic preaching in local languages and in the spreading of Islam in 
Ilorin. Reichmuth highlights how the early scholarly community in Ilorin was 
cosmopolitan and ethnically diverse. The city of Ilorin included Kanuri, Yoruba, Fulbe, 
Hausa, and Nupe scholars, among others. The diverse group of scholars (especially of the 
Fulani) succeeded in attracting slaves, craftsmen, warriors, and scholars. The city 
encompassed then two parts: The town of warriors and the town of scholars.  
 Reichmuth also offers a good description of the Quranic schools, including the 
gender of the students, the tradition of public reading of the verses of the Surā al-Baqara 
locally called Walīma, and explicates how students learned the names of the Arabic 
letters, among others. Besides describing the material culture of the Islamic education 
system of 19th century Ilorin (including the production of ink and reed pens) and the 
protective and medicinal use of Quranic verses, Reichmuth correctly notes that each 
Muslim community (Kanuri, Yoruba, Fulani, Hausa, and Nupe) had their own names for 
the Arabic letters expressed in their own languages. This is an important facet of West 
African Islamic education systems that remains understudied. One could add to this 
important finding that the naming of Arabic letters in each community tends to be 
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grounded in the local culture. Elements of the local fauna and flora and local metaphors 
are commonly used to name the Arabic letters in local languages to make the learning 
meaningful to students. For example in Wolof communities of Senegambia, the Arabic 
letter cayn at word initial position (which looks like an open mouth) is called ay gémmeñ 
till (Jackal mouth cayn) to make it meaningful to learners and ease retention. The names 
of the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet (and its modified Ajami forms) follow this pattern 
across West African Muslim societies. The names of letters (at word initial, medial, and 
final positions) typically involve elements drawn from the local culture, fauna, and flora.  
This is an important area that begs further scholarly investigation. 
Reichmuth also discusses the levels of instruction in Islamic schools in 19th 
century Ilorin, the highest level women could reach, the books, disciplines, and the 
subjects studied (including grammar, arithmetic, numerology, and exegesis), the 
specialization of scholars, the writing and copying of prayer books, the copying and 
passing of magico-therapeutic recipes, the linguistic and rhetorical traits of scholars, the 
poetry of Yoruba Ajami scholars, as well as the dominance of Italian paper with the tre 
lune watermarks and the use of the tre cappeli paper (to some extent). He provides an 
excellent analysis of a variety of manuscripts in Arabic in Ilorin. Furthermore, as noted in 
my comments on chapter 5 above, the ethical and moral training was a central focus on 
Islamic education in Ilorin.  
Reichmuth provides an excellent discussion on some important Arabic 
manuscripts from Ilorin, including insights on their dates, contents, forms, the scholars 
who produced them and where they lived, the key traits of their Maghribī-based writing 
system, their calligraphies, their use of red color in the vocalization of important words 
such as attributes of the Prophet and God, and the multilingual competence of some 
scholars. All these findings resonate with other West African traditions. Among the 
Murids of Senegambia, for example, Ajami scholars such as Moussa Ka and Mor Kayre 
often celebrate their multilingual competence as assets in their works. The practices in 
West African Islamic traditions (whether in Arabic and Ajami) confirm the author’s 
findings.  
The chapter also contains excellent samples of beautiful and colorful decorations 
and a description of a copy of the Quran from returning pilgrims from Cairo, Egypt with 
a combination of an Ottoman illustration common in the 18th -19th century influenced by 
European Rococo style with a fine Maghribī style.  Reichmuth highlights the 
combination of different calligraphic styles in some of the Islamic literature in Northern 
Nigeria, including the use of Eastern script for headlines of the Surā and for indication of 
Meccan or Medinan origin and the number of verses. The chapter contains some images 
of intriguing drawings, geometrical forms, and illuminations of the Prophet’s sandals and 
a detailed explanation of their cultural and esoteric significance, including their use as 
protective amulets in both West Africa and North Africa. This chapter is truly a 
significant addition to the scholarship on Islam in Africa.  
Similar to the foreword, chapter 7 was written in French by Abdel Kader Haïdara, 
one of best-known contemporary local scholars associated with the preservation efforts of 
the Timbuktu manuscripts. Graziano Krätli and Ghislaine Lydon translated the chapter in 
English. The chapter provides the state of affairs in the preservation efforts of the Islamic 
materials of Mali at large and in the Timbuktu area in particular, and the enduring 
challenges facing manuscripts, which include humidity, rain, fires, termites, insects, and 
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war. Haïdara estimates that there are about one million of Islamic manuscripts in private 
libraries in the Timbuktu area. The chapter includes a good table with a list of the major 
libraries in the Timbuktu and surrounding areas, including the Mamma Haïdara Library 
(which Haïdara oversees). The chapter also includes a list of numerous library owners. 
Haïdara acknowledges the contributions of Professor Henry Louis Gates of Harvard who 
helped to attract external funding for the preservation of Timbuktu manuscripts from 
foundations, including Al-Furqan Foundation and UNESCO.  
Haïdara explains the historical reasons why some manuscripts disappeared and 
then reappeared. He notes that this is partly because some manuscripts were purposefully 
hidden away out of the sights of Europeans during certain periods. The significance of 
the manuscripts for the correction of the unfounded but popular view that “Africa lacks 
history” is underscored in the chapter. The chapter is useful for anyone interested in both 
the history and the current state of affairs of the preservation of the manuscripts in Mali 
(especially those in the Timbuktu area) and their broader significance for Africa.   
In chapter 8, Said Ennahid discusses the use of new technologies in the 
preservation and valorization efforts of Moroccan manuscripts. He provides an overview 
of the manuscript collections and their contents, and discusses the book trade, the origin 
and evolution of the Maghribī script in the kingdom of Morocco, which he tied to 
Tunisia, Western Algeria, and Andalusia (Muslim Spain). He examined the selection, 
digitization, and cataloguing of ancient Moroccan manuscript collections in three 
libraries: The Qarawiyyin Library in Fez, the Ibn Yūsuf Library in Marrakech, and the 
Library of the Great Mosque of Meknès. He provides a useful discussion on the most 
recent research in automatic text transcription, indexing, searching and retrieval of the 
Arabic manuscripts and offered important recommendations. 
The chapter contains some informative insights on the large corpus of Moroccan 
manuscripts, which includes more than 80,000 titles and 200,000 volumes held in 
religious, private, and public institutions. The discussion also covers the calligraphy, 
illuminations, iconography, craftsmanship of the manuscripts, and a small corpus of 
Amazigh Ajami materials as well as materials written in Tifinagh and Hebrew. Ennahid 
also notes that the topics dealt with in the manuscripts mirror those in West African 
manuscripts. This is expected given the cultural, historical, and spiritual ties between 
West Africa and Morocco, especially among the followers of the Tijaniyya Sufi order 
(whose founder rests in Fez, Morocco). Ennahid indicates that most of the manuscripts 
discussed in the chapter were written on paper produced locally. A very small number of 
manuscripts, mostly Quranic texts, were written on parchment. He also discusses the 
binding of the manuscripts and the Maghribī script in which most are written.  
In his discussion of the collection, digitization, and preservation efforts of 
Moroccan manuscripts, Ennahid provides an excellent assessment of the most significant 
initiatives in the last decade. He discussed the new digital database of Arabic manuscripts 
in Morocco, the type of materials it contains (including illuminations and paintings), and 
the collaborations between local organizations and UNESCO in the preservation efforts 
of Moroccan manuscripts. The technical and non-technical challenges encountered in the 
digital preservation of the manuscripts, (including the problem of manuscript smugglers), 
and the need for a national electronic database are equally highlighted. The author rightly 
treats digitization as the best solution for the enduring preservation of manuscripts and 
for making them available to the world. He calls for assistance to help underfunded local 
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organizations. He suggests developing a subscription system to the electronic databases 
of manuscripts of these organizations and to use the fees generated to support their 
preservation efforts. In many ways, this chapter supplements chapter 7.  
In chapter 9, Judith Scheele offers numerous illuminating insights on the Islamic 
scholarship and Arabic manuscripts of Algerian scholars, the places and local cultural 
contexts in which they were produced, and the collection and preservation efforts of 
Arabic manuscripts (which became a business where family pedigree became important).  
Scheele also examined the difficult relationships between manuscript owners and 
government officials (especially those from the North) whose excessive political 
influence in the Berber-speaking area of Kabylia is resented due to their perceived history 
of expropriations. She discusses, among others, the enduring legacy of Arab slavery in 
Sufi teaching institutes in southern Algeria, the Berber-speaking community’s struggle 
against the Arabization ideology as well as the complex relationship between the northern 
and southern parts of Algeria. The chapter challenges the idea that Algeria lacked its own 
independent tradition and religious sources in comparison to Morocco, Tunisia, and 
Mauritania. Scheele demonstrates how the central issues in the preservation of Algerian 
Islamic manuscripts transcend merely technical and conservation aspects, and shows how 
they relate to the question of intellectual and social legitimacy. 
Besides the catalogue of Bibliothèque Nationale d’Algérie (BNA), Scheele 
highlights the lack of a comprehensive catalogue of the manuscripts of Algeria, the fact 
that many manuscripts are kept as sacred objects and others are hidden in private places, 
and the fact that some manuscript owners refuse to hand their manuscripts to 
representatives of the government they do not generally trust. Scheele uncovers how the 
interests in the conservation of Algerian manuscripts trump research interests, the 
tendency to emphasize their aesthetic value more than their contents as illustrated by the 
presentation of manuscripts as “beautiful objects and proofs of glorious past.” These 
findings mirror those in many collection and manuscript preservation projects in Africa, 
including those focused on the Timbuktu manuscripts. 
Besides these issues, Scheele examined many other important aspects pertaining 
to the preservation efforts of Algerian Islamic manuscripts. These include the decline and 
fall of the Algerian Sufi religious centers, the resources these centers derived from 
disciples and slaves, the manuscripts held by learned families of the religious centers and 
their descendants (who tend to be defined as “foreigners” and “feudal lords of Arab 
origin” by the local Berber population. Such manipulations of genealogies to gain 
legitimacy have a long history in Muslim societies of Africa. Kane rightly defines it as 
the “principle of genealogical sophistication to claim Arab and/or Sharifian descent.”5 
 Scheele showed how Sufi religious centers gradually evolved into government-
run training centers and how the local Islam practiced there became regarded as “tainted” 
compared to “orthodox Islam” of the Middle East which has become the new model of 
reference in Algeria. Scheele ties the shift toward Middle Eastern cultural and religious 
model to the growing influenced of Saudi Arabia, The Gulf, and Lebanon on Algeria 
conveyed through the media. 
One of the most fascinating aspects of the chapter is the author’s rich discussion 
on Berber-speaking communities of Kabylia and their long struggle for the recognition of 
their distinct non-Arab Berber identity and the cultural and linguistic resistance they 
developed against the Arabization ideology adopted by the Algerian government. Scheele 
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shows how the Berber resistance movement led to the rejection of everything associated 
with the Arabic language and by extension Islam on occasion. The Berber linguistic and 
cultural resistance against the Arabization ideology mirrors the enduring Murid tradition 
of opposition to acculturation into either the Arab and Western cultures reflected in the 
popular Ajami poem of Moussa Ka, “Taxmiis bub Wolof.” In this poem, Moussa Ka 
celebrates both his Wolof and Muslim identity and rejects the idea of the superiority of 
Arabs or Arabic over any ethnolinguistic group.6  
The chapter also includes an important discussion on the Touat Oasis in southern 
Algeria, which has the largest number of manuscripts in the country. Scheele discusses 
the important role that Touat played in the trans-Saharan trade. It was as a center of 
intellectual exchange and scholarship where sub-Saharan African slaves who converted 
to Islam studied. Scheele traces the decline of Touat as a religious center and its 
occupation by the French colonial forces in 1902. Scheele reveals that over 70% of the 
land in the Touat area was worked by black slaves) and that water rights were owned by 
the Sharīf families (descendants of Prophet Muḥammad) and those descending from 
Muslim saints (Mrabīts) who continue to maintain their privilege positions in the 
Algerian administration. Thus, despite the abolition of slavery, Scheele rightly notes that 
the prestige of religious families and the dependence of slaves persist in Algeria. Though 
often denied or de-emphasized, the legacies of slavery in Muslim lands, including 
unchallenged racism against black people, endure in Mauritania and across North Africa 
and the Arab world.  
Scheele concludes the chapter by noting that the conservation of manuscripts in 
Algeria is more than a technical matter. She notes that successful preservation projects 
tend to be based on collaboration between French educated administrators and traditional 
religious leaders (shuyūkh, plural for shaykh) without direct access to state institutions. 
For the conservation efforts to succeed, Scheele notes that the Berber cultural revival and 
the enduring issues of ownership, suspicions of expropriation by government officials 
from the North, and the relationship between public/private and knowledge/science need 
to be thoughtfully addressed. This is an excellent chapter. It is well sourced and contains 
insightful footnotes. 
In chapter 10, Graziano Krätli examines the Islamic heritage of Mauritania, its 
relationship with North Africa, the prices, provenance, and destination of books, and the 
libraries in Shinqīṭ, especially the library of Sīdiyya al-Kabīr (1775-1868). This library is 
the largest and one of the finest and most documented in West Africa. Krätli discusses in 
great detail the different descendants of Sīdiyya al-Kabīr who inherited the library and 
provides an excellent description of its contents, including hundred of rare books, 
Moorish Quran, Moroccan, Tunisian, and Egyptian books, as well as books of philosophy 
and many disciplines collected across four generations. Other libraries discussed in the 
chapter include those in Timbuktu in Mali and Wādān, Shinqīṭ, Tīshīt, Walāta in 
Mauritania, which are now included in the UNESCO world heritage. Krätli highlights 
how the possession of libraries was an important source of prestige and legitimacy in 
Mauritania. 
Krätli equally discusses the works of some Orientalists who studied Mauritanian 
libraries, including Gaden and Massignon as well as the works of Charles C. Stewart, an 
American researcher whose efforts led to Sīdiyya’s library Microfilm Project funded by 
NEH and co-sponsored by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This was a 
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major achievement. The project filmed over 100,000 pages of documents, which resulted 
in over 100 reels of film in 1986. Other scholars followed Stewart’s steps to preserve 
some libraries in the region. Krätli also provides a good description of the catalogue of 
manuscripts in Nouakchott and in other regions of the country, including important 
information on several Arabic manuscript databases of the works of local scholars. He 
touches on several issues discussed in previous chapters, including the large-scale 
publicity that Henry Louis Gates generated to help preserve the manuscripts of Timbuktu, 
the ink production, paper trade, decorations of manuscripts, and technical challenges 
related to the ongoing preservation efforts of Mauritanian manuscripts.   
He rightly notes that the manuscripts show a long African intellectual history 
stretching from the 11th century during the Almoravid expansion across Western Sahara 
to consolidation of European rule in the years before World War I. He also deplores the 
marginalization of Africa in the preservation of Islamic materials and various biases of 
Orientalists against African manuscripts, including the view that the aesthetic quality of 
African manuscript is inferior. Recently uncovered Ajami materials contain illuminations 
that challenge this Orientalist view.7 The author ends the chapter with excellent technical 
recommendations based on the best practices in digital humanities. The chapter 
establishes firmly that the African Arabic manuscripts are invaluable resources for the 
study of West African history and intellectual traditions.  
As its title indicates, the volume focuses on the trans-Saharan book trade, 
manuscript culture, Arabic Literacy, and Intellectual History in Muslim Africa. Therefore 
the neglect of Ajami sources, which are only referred to briefly or alluded to, is quite 
understandable. However, one might quibble with the impression that one gets from 
reading the book that Ajami sources are not as important as Arabic sources in the 
intellectual history of Muslim Africa. Of course, this would be quite debatable in light of 
the rich Ajami materials produced across Islamic Africa. One might argue that inclusion 
of Ajami materials would have enhanced the quality of several chapters in this 
outstanding book. 
Though often de-emphasized in the Islamicist literature, it is a fact that well-
developed Ajami scholarly traditions emerged alongside the Arabic scholarly traditions 
examined in the book. Engaging these Ajami sources could have enhanced the quality of 
the discussion in several areas, including on the role of Sufi orders in chapter 1 (p.25). 
They could also have enriched chapter 5 where Ajami sources are mentioned briefly with 
no discussion on their historical, hagiographic, cultural, and pedagogical significance. 
The lack of serious engagement of Ajami sources in chapter 5 is understandably because 
the corpus of materials in the AMMS is primarily in Arabic. Engaging established Ajami 
materials of the Kanuri, Hausa, Fulfulde, Wolof, and others, which are not included in the 
AMMS,8 would rectify the impression that only Arabic materials constitute the 
intellectual history of Islamic Africa. Though this was not the intention of the authors, it 
is nonetheless the impression one gets.  
Several of the Islamic sources in Arabic discussed in the chapter 5, including 
Qurrat al-cayni, al-Muqaddima, al-Akhḍārī’s textbook on ritual duties, and books on 
Islamic sciences have versions and interpretations in Ajami in various West African 
languages, which can be purchased in Islamic book stores.9 Additionally, excellent 
materials dealing with rhetoric, devotional poetry, Kacb b. Zhayr and others, and the 
Takhmīs genre of Islamic poetry discussed in chapter 5 also equally exist in African 
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Ajami traditions. It would also have been interesting to engage along the library of Umar 
Tall (who disapproved of Ajami practices for fear of endangering Arabic) along with the 
insights on the master Ajamist Cerno Mombeya of Fuuta Jalon.10 It would also have been 
useful to engage works of learned families of Senegambia, including the Niassène and 
Malick Sy Tijaniyya branches and the Muridiyya in the discussion in chapter 5. The 
existing Ajami materials could also help to nuance some aspects of the discussions on 
“book-famine” in Nigeria in chapter 5. One wonders about the implications of the rich 
Fulfulde, Hausa, Kanuri, and Yoruba Ajami materials that have existed in this area in the 
context of the “book-famine.” In chapter 9, a discussion or a brief review of the Tifinagh 
and Ajami traditions of the Berber would have been fascinating. Similarly, a discussion 
on the Hassaniyya Ajami materials of Mauritania would have been equally useful in 
chapter 10.11   
Finally, these comments do not affect the strictly outstanding scholarly merits of 
this volume. Graziano Krätli and Ghislaine Lydon and their colleagues who have 
contributed to the volume have pulled together a broad array of African Islamic materials 
spanning a very long historical period, and they have succeeded in presenting their 
insights in a coherent and compelling fashion. When combined with the growing 
scholarship on African Ajami traditions, the volume brings a compelling correction of the 
argument that “black Africa is a land devoid of history and intellectual history.”  
 
Reviewed by Fallou Ngom, Boston University  
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Notes 
 
1 This suggests that the actual development of both Arabic and Ajami literacy long 
preceded the 15th century. It is reasonable to assume that manuscripts in both Ajami and 
Arabic were being produced as soon as paper was introduced in the region in the 12th 
century. Future research may invalidate or validate this hypothesis. 
2 Schaffer, Matt, “‘Pakao Book’: Expansion and Social Structure by Virtue of an 
Indigenous Manuscript”, African Languages, 1 (1975).  
3 Ka, Moussa, Jasaawu Sakóor: Yoonu Géej gi [Reward of the Grateful: The Odyssey by 
Sea] (Dakar: Librairie Touba Darou Khoudoss, 1997); and Jasaawu Sakóor: Yoonu Jéeri 
ji [Reward of the Grateful: The Odyssey by Land] (Rufisque: Afrique Impression, 2006). 
For a French translation of these major Murid Ajami sources, see: Dieng, Bassirou, and 
Diaô Faye, L’Épopée de Cheikh Ahmadou Bamba de Serigne Moussa Ka: Jasaa-u 
Sakóor-u Géej gi–Jasaa-u Sakóor Jéeri ji (Dakar: Presses Universitaires de Dakar, 2006). 
4 Ware, Rudolph T, The Walking Qur’an: Islamic Education, Embodied Knowledge, and 
History in West Africa (Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina Press, 2014).  
5 Ousmane Kane, The Homeland Is the Arena: Religion, Transnationalism, and the 
Integration of Senegalese Immigrants in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2011), 37. 
6 Moussa Ka, Taxmiis bub Wolof [The Wolof Takhmīs] (Dakar: Imprimerie Librairie 
Cheikh Ahmadou Bamba, [n.d.]). For a chanted version of this Ajami poem, see  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvxI_iQOyiU (accessed 25 December 2014). 
7 For a sample colorful illumination in a Wolof Ajami manuscript collection written by 
Mbaye Diakhaté (1875-1954), see http://www.bu.edu/research/magazine/2012/paper-
trails/the-other-side-of-the-story/index.shtml (accessed 25 December 2014). Similar 
illuminations exist in numerous Arabic and Ajami manuscripts across West Africa. 
8 Mumin, Meikal and Kees Versteegh, eds., The Arabic Script in Africa: Studies in the 
Use of a Writing System (Leiden: Brill, 2014); Boyd, Jean, and Beverly Mack, Collected 
Works of Nana Asma’u: Daughter of Usman ɗan Fodiyo, 1793-1864 (East Lansing, MI: 
Michigan State University Press, 1997); Mack, Beverly B., and Jean Boyd, One Woman’s 
Jihad: Nana Asma’u-Scholar and Scribe (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 
2000); Hiskett, Mervyn, A History of Hausa Islamic Verse (London: University of 
London School of Oriental and African Studies, 1975); Tamari, Tal and Dmitry 
Bondarev, eds., Journal of Qur’anic Studies: Qur’anic Exegesis in African Languages, 
Vol. XV, Issue 2013 (London: Centre of Islamic Studies, School of Oriental and African 
Studies, 2013), to name only these few sources. There are also important digital 
repositories with important Ajami sources that could have been engaged. These include: 
Africa’s Sources of Knowledge Digital Library (http://www.ask-dl.fas.harvard.edu/); 
African Online Digital Library (http://aodl.org/islamictolerance/ajami/scholars.php); the 
Herskovits Library Collection (http://digital.library.northwestern.edu/arbmss/), and 
EAP334: Digital Preservation of Wolof Ajami Manuscripts of Senegal (http://eap. 
bl.uk/database/results.a4d?projID=EAP334).  
9 I have in my personal Qurrat al-cayni in Wolof Ajami, al-Muqaddima al-Akhḍārī’s 
popular book on rituals in Fuuta Jalon Pular, and numerous Ajami materials dealing with 
various aspects of Islamic sciences.  
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10 Salvaing, Bernard, “Writers of Fuuta Jallon,” in Arabic Literatures of Africa: Writings 
of Western Sudanic Africa, volume 4, edited by John O. Hunwick, and Rex, S. O’Fahey, 
491–529 (Leiden: Brill, 2003). 
11 These are minor typos that can be easily fixed in the next edition. In the forward 
section, “have not be fully” should be “have not been fully.” In the last paragraph of page 
23, “Secondly, In” should be “Secondly, in.” In chapter 4, the word “acquisition” on page 
117 is misspelled. On page 214, “ist” should be “its.” On page 347, “fvor” should be 
“for.” On page 175, Dan Fodiyo is spelling as one word (Danfodiyo). In general, 
regardless of whether one adopts the English or Hausa Latin-based spelling, “Dan” 
should be separated from the noun “Fodiyo.” The spelling of local historical actors and 
some Arabic words can also be made more consistent throughout the volume. For 
example the word “kāghid” is sometimes spelled as such and sometimes as “kāghiṭ” (see 
pp. 49, 52, and 268). These items do not affect the outstanding quality of the volume.  
 
